Group delay, stored energy, and the tunneling of evanescent electromagnetic waves.
A general relation between group delay and stored electric and magnetic energies is presented for two-port networks. It generalizes the results of Dicke to situations where electric and magnetic stored energies differ. The general result is applied to tunneling evanescent waves in cutoff waveguides. It is shown explicitly that the group delay is equal to the dwell time plus a self-interference delay which is proportional to the net reactive stored energy. The Hartman effect, the saturation of group delay with length in cutoff waveguides, is explained on the basis of saturation of stored energy with guide length. It is pointed out that the anomalously short delays observed in tunneling experiments are not propagation delays and should not be associated with superluminal velocities. A strictly luminal energy velocity is derived and a method is suggested for the measurement of dwell time and energy velocity.